Windsurfing and Kiteboarding Committee

Constituting the Committee - Regulation 6.12.2

A submission from the International Kiteboarding Association

Proposal

Amend Regulation 6.12.2 as follows:

6.12.2 The Windsurfing and Kiteboarding Committee shall consist of a Chairman, a Vice-Chairman and the number of members that shall be appointed by the Council from time to time as provided by Article 59. **Members shall have expertise in Windsurfing or Kiteboard racing – preferably in both - , and shall have relevant experience and current involvement in such racing or its administration.**

Current Position

As above.

Reasons

Windsurfing and Kiteboarding are specialist disciplines of sailing and therefore require specialist knowledge. The proposed change ensures that the committee is constituted of members with the required knowledge.

The proposed change corresponds to the Constitution of the Oceanic and Offshore Committee, which also requires specialist’s knowledge.